
Running Belt Max Brand Running Belt has Many
Amazing Uses— Some of These Will Surprise
You

The Running Belt Max is very versatile

The many uses of the popular running
belt is becoming a phenomenon, and
some of the industries using it was a total
surprise to the companies founder.

ASHEBORO, NORTH CAROLINA,
UNITED STATES, October 21, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- It has been 10
months since the release of the Running
Belt Max waist pack on Amazon.com,
and to say that this pocketed waist belt
has beat the odds versus the very large
number of competitors would be an
understatement.

There are more than 25,000 search
results for “running belt” on Amazon.com,
and the Running Belt Max is consistently
in the top 50 best-selling running belts. It
sells better than Nike, Adidas, and many
other major brands— even better than
running belts that have been on
Amazon.com for several years.

One of the reasons of their big success,
is other people and industries are using
the running belt, not just runners and
people who are into fitness. Dave
Chandler, the founder of Running Belt
Max, discovered that people are using
the belt to take on shopping trips, to
theme parks and entertainment venues,
to sporting events, for walking their dog,
and other leisurely tasks. Chandler
expanded his marketing into these
niches a few months after release.

We asked Chandler what was the most
surprising uses for his running belt. 

“We’ve had many people tell us the

http://www.einpresswire.com


The Running Belt Max currently has 621 customer
reviews and 4.5 Star rating

Running Belt Max is perfect for wait staff
and for nurses. The pouches are
designed to hold credit cards, money,
receipts, paperwork, badges and ID’s,
smart phones (including the iPhone 6 & 7
Plus) and even some nursing
instruments. We have a large following of
people who use the Running Belt Max for
who it was designed for – for runners and
for people who are into fitness – but the
number of people  who love our belt for
other purposes took us by surprise”,

Chandler said.

The Running Belt Max does indeed have broad appeal, and more than 600 positive reviews and a 4.5
Star rating on Amazon proves this. People have posted scores of photos as well as videos of people

The Running Belt Max is
perfect for wait staff and for
nurses. The pouches are
designed to hold credit cards,
money, receipts, paperwork,
badges and ID’s, smart
phones, including the iPhone
6 & 7 Plus

Dave Chandler

using their running waist pack. Several bloggers and fitness
websites are now promoting the running and multi-use belt.

Chandler says he will continue to produce his running belt
through 2017 and he has plans to introduce a variety of zipper
colors. Currently it’s available with a blue and silver zipper that
is highly light-reflective for safer nighttime activities, and next
year customers will see a black and silver reflective zipper
and possibly a lime green/silver version.

The Running Belt Max is currently available on Amazon.com.
Chandler says to order early for the holidays, as stock may be
exhausted before Christmas. To purchase the running belt

waist pack or for more information, visit their Amazon product page directly here:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B017CVEPBE
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